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Fraser island 4wd guided tour

This Fraser Island tour leaves Rainbow Beach Hostel every day so you can always adapt it to your East Coast package. Fraser Island is the world's largest island, surrounded by a lush rainforest with over 100 freshwater lakes to make your choice for a refreshing dip. Meet new friends as you cross along to listen to tunes
on 4WD vehicles. Maybe if you're lucky, you'll take a look at some of the wildlife islands, including dingos and lizards. There are so many highlights on Fraser Island you can swim through the crystal clear waters of stunning Lake McKenzie, hike to Indian Head to enjoy incredible 360-degree views of the island. relax in
the champagne pools, take turns driving 4x4 along the beach to all world-class destinations, then head to Eli Creek to soak up the sunshine in the waters of Eli Creek and explore the beautiful heritage-protected rainforests. In his self-drive Fraser Adventure, he will travel with plenty of similarly minded and adventurous
travelers. At night you sleep under the stars in your own private and exclusive campsite, a few meters from the beach. The bucket list stops on the east coast, head to Fraser Island. Day 1 Departure Rainbow Beach, Lake McKenzie We start with a brief morning at Freedom Hostels Rainbow Beach where we cover the
following: Package cars, checking equipment, Dingo safety, and driver briefing. At 9.30 we left for Fraser Island. We drive about 10 minutes on the barge (ferry) and on board for our 10-minute barge crossing. Once we've reached the world's largest sand island, then drive for 1 hour to Eurong Station along the 75 Mile
Beach... Fraser Island's own highway with speed limits! Guests can also enjoy a coffee and chocolate croissant for a surcharge for morning tea. From here is when the great adventure begins as we drive to the famous Lake McKenzie... possibly the most popular and picturesque highlight of Fraser! Here we stop for
lunch, and for a quality time to have a game in the amazing clear waters with your new found friends! Around 15:00 we drive along the beach to our campsite, for an early dinner and well deserved drinks and fun! (L and D) Day 2 Eli Creek, Maheno wreck, Indian chief Arise in the morning for a quick breakfast before
starting our busiest day on Fraser Island and going out to see the Eli Creek, a very clear stream perfect for a relaxing swim. Travelling north, we stop at the Maheno wreck for some photos and a brief history lesson about this famous Fraser Island icon. Shortly afterwards we travel to the Indian cape, the highest point on
Fraser Island. From here you may be lucky enough to see whales and sharks in the ocean, before travelling to the champagne pools for a dip! We will have lunch in the maheno pools or day 2 depending on time constraints, safety and beauty! In the afternoon we travel back to the camp for dinner and have a drink (B, L
and D) Day 3 Lake Wabby, Return to Rainbow Beach Start with breakfast, before our cleaning and demolish our camp camp Next, we drive to the beginning of the Lake Wabby promenade, where we walk through the sand dunes to this tropical paradise! Lunch follows our trip to Lake Wabby, before starting our drive
down the beach heading back to the barge. Once back on the continent we headed back to the 4WD shed where we unpack and quickly clean the cars. We return to Freedom Rainbow between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. (B, L, D) 3 Day Fraser Island 4WD Tag-Along Camping Tour Price information AUD per person Camping for
adults - 90 days Earlybird Special Daily (except December 22 to January 1) at 7am from Frasers to Rainbow backpackers hostel, Rainbow Beach, Queensland.All passengers must arrive by 5pm the day before departure for a briefing Things you need to know about this tour Available only to people from 18 to 35 years
old. Driver requirements: In order to drive to Fraser you must be over 21 years old with an open manual driver's license and you must have this license with you on tour. Note that itineraries change significantly on Fraser Island due to tidal times, how many groups we have left and also how many other tour groups there
are on the island. The itinerary is subject to change due to tidal times and how busy the island is with other tourist groups. Tickets with an open date must be booked at least 7 days in advance and are not valid between December 22nd and January 1st Compulsory Extras: $20 cash insurance to be paid for by everyone.
All travelers must attend the security meeting from 17:00 the day before departure There is no pre or post tour accommodation included. . If you want to stay at Rainbow Beach on both sides of your Fraser Island tour, check out our five- and six-day packages. 4 nights Fraser Island Tagalong camping tour or 5 nights
Fraser Island Tagalong camping tour Experience the world's largest sand island on its own schedule. Fraser Island features blue crystal lakes, endless surf beaches, dying rainforests and adventure can be yours when you hire RBAC Fraser 4x4 Hire. Discover from AUD $760 A great way to see Fraser Island from
Rainbow Beach by staying at Eurong Beach Resort on Fraser Island in comfortable lodge accommodation. Visit on a guided tour the highlights of 75 Mile Beach, Maheno Shipwreck, Indian Head, Eli Creek and Lake McKenzie in a large and comfortable 4WD vehicle. 4WD Family Wildlife Island Stay Advanced Ecotourism
Explore from AUD$379 3 day guided tour of Rainbow Beach on Fraser Island to see the highlights of Lake McKenzie, Indian Head, Eli Creek, 75 Mile Beach. Kingfisher Bay offers comfortable accommodations at Wilderness Lodge. 4WD party vibrate wildlife island stay Explore des aud $510 Explore Fraser Island in a
four adventure by car tag-a-long self drive. The main vehicle is driven by an experienced travel leader and one of the following vehicles could be driven by you. Whether traveling on your own or with a group of friends will be equipped with everything you need to know and need to take with you (including food and
camping camping If you don't want to drive, no problem – someone else will be able to do it. Your itinerary is flexible and up to your group, so you can get in as little or as much as you want. Camping 4WD party vibe wildlife island stay Explore From AUD $519 Explore Fraser Island on a four-wheel drive adventure of its
own. The main vehicle is driven by an experienced travel leader and one of the following vehicles could be driven by you. Whether traveling on your own or with a group of friends will be equipped with everything you need to know and need to take with you (including food and camping equipment). If you don't want to
drive, no problem – someone else will be able to do it. Your itinerary is flexible and up to your group, so you can get in as little or as much as you want. camping 4WD party vibe wildlife island stay Explore From AUD$519 Optional activities for Kimberley Tours Explore Have you ever worried about visiting Kakadu National
Park during November to March due to unpredictable tropical rains? Not only are both the Kakadu and Litchfield National Parks still open for business, but they are also very accessible, with plenty of wildlife to see and areas to explore. In addition, lightning storms at this time of year are something to keep in mind,
absolutely amazing displays of nature can be observed from the permanent tented campsite at night. Explore As we speak, a plastic garbage truck pours into our oceans EVERY MINUTE. Plastic not only has fatal effects on our marine life, coral reefs, oceans, but also has an impact on the way we live. Sustainability can
have a huge and significant effect on our environment. While the tourism sector tries to increase the impact it has on the environment in a positive way, you as a traveler can also play a vital role in maintaining our precious land. Interested in knowing how? This blog will tell you what you can do to help our climate while
discovering incredible destinations. Explore The Kimberley lies between Darwin in the Northern Territory and extends to Broome in Western Australia. The area it covers is greater than 75% of the world's countries. The unsealed 660km Gibb River Road is the main route to take. If like us, yours is not an experienced
4WD driver then a guided tour is the best way to see this amazing real Aussie landscape. Explore If there's one thing you should do in Melbourne; It's taking a tram ride. Enjoy the free route of the city's circuit and enjoy a tour of Melbourne's main tourist attractions in the comfort of an iconic and traditional Melbourne tram.
Maps and tourist information leaflets are available for free on each tram, so there is no excuse not to get on a tram and travel around the city! Explore If you come to Australia, you'll want to see native animals that country to offer including kangaroos, crocodiles and koalas among many more. Find out where to see native
Australian animals on tours in Australia here. Explore We often ask 'What is the difference these popular 10-day tour packages that allow travelers to see the Red Centre and Top End highlights in the region and all the points in between?' These tours look very similar, but they are actually very different here we explain
why! Explore both excursions are camping in comfort. However, the type of camping differs. On the 3 day Buffalo Dreaming Top End Tour you'll sleep in sleeping bags on a swag (a mattress wrapped in canvas material) on the floor around the camp fire or you'll have a basic tent that you can put on yourself. You can rent
a sleeping bag for $30. On the 3 day 4WD Dragonfly dreaming of top end tour that will stay in large tents erected permanently. These tents are two sharing and have suitable beds, and some of them have a double bed with a single bunk bed above them for triples and children traveling with parents. You will sleep in a
sleeping bag in bed. Sleeping bags are included as part of the tour price. Dome tents (Buffalo Dreaming): Exploring this shelter is funky and rustic and nestled at the bottom of the Daintree rainforest on seven acres of absolute beachfront. It's the real tropical experience. The complex has a restaurant and self-catering
kitchen for those on a budget, laundry and most importantly a swimming pool and terrace. There are many optional activities that can be done on jungle days, such as horse riding, snorkeling, sea kayaking and evening walks. Because they help other travellers make better choices, they'll help you make a choice. Cape
Trib Beach House has some different types of rooms, all located just a few yards from secluded, unspoiled beaches. Beachfront cabins or rainforest cabins are available, and standard rooms with a dormitory room are available. All rooms are air-conditioned and come with insect fans and screens. Explore Have you ever
done something and then reflected after the facts: Would I like to have spent more time there? It is certainly the case deep down. It's a place where understanding comes through time spent observing – highlights aren't always as obvious as an Uluru sunset. Even doing a 4-day tour will take you to dirt roads where most
tours don't go. On these back roads you get away from other tour buses. Exploring to help save time, cash (and probably your sanity), we've gathered all the information from our experts on what to pack for your adventure tour of Australia. Each visit you will find on this website has a list of 'What to wear' items that should
be pointed out in the left column of the corresponding visit page. Different regions of Australia often demand different items to take with you. However, there are elements invariably will be on all lists of which on tour. Explore How to see the east coast. The east coast of Australia is the most popular route to travel when
visiting our wonderful remote county. The East Coast is Australia's Sydney to Cairns bit. The total distance from Sydney to Cairns is about 2600km along the coastal route, which is about 31 hours of solid driving time. Explore explore explores
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